
Integrate once, interoperate with all customers to collaboratively resolve DSCSA
exceptions.

With the final phase of U.S. Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) regulations going

into effect in November 2023, the transition to serialized transaction information

exchange will significantly increase the volume of compliance exceptions. The

Healthcare Distribution Alliance (HDA) has outlined 24 types of exceptions—including

product holds, data issues, and damaged products—and pharmaceutical products

cannot be sold until exceptions are resolved. Managing this process through portals,

phone, and email communication is inefficient, results in slow resolution times, and

makes it difficult to pass a compliance audit.

TraceLink Supply Chain Work Management for Compliance Exceptions - Pharmaceutical

Manufacturers enables pharmaceutical manufacturers to rapidly identify, onboard, and
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engage supply chain partners in a multienterprise process to intake, triage, and rapidly

resolve both internal and external issues associated with compliance exceptions.

Download this solution brief now to learn how Supply Chain Work Management for

Compliance Exceptions enables you to:

Integrate Once, Interoperate with Everyone™: TraceLink customers can exchange

exception information with all partners without maintaining separate connections

to each.

Achieve massive scalability: The TraceLink architecture is designed to scale to

handle the large increase in data exchange required by the DSCSA 2023 EPCIS

mandate.

Ensure continuous compliance: TraceLink works with industry and government

organizations including the HDA and the FDA to ensure Supply Chain Work

Management is updated to reflect the latest standards.

Ensure supply: The TraceLink Opus network enables scalable integration of all

partners with real-time collaborative capabilities to resolve exceptions quickly and

ensure products do not get stuck in quarantine.

Learn how TraceLink enables pharmaceutical manufacturers to collaborate with

customers in real-time to rapidly resolve DSCSA exceptions.

Download solution brief
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Contact us to learn more about the Supply Chain Work Management!

Fill out the form to contact us now.
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